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Abstract

Tracking-by-detection becomes more and more popular
for visual pedestrian tracking applications. However, it
requires accurate and reliable detections in order to ob-
tain good results. In this work, we propose two different
post-detection filters designed to enhance the performance
of custom person detectors. Using a popular deformable-
parts-based pedestrian detector as a baseline, a detailed
comparison over multiple test videos is performed and the
gain of both algorithms is proven. Further analysis shows
that the improved detection outcomes also lead to improved
tracking results. We thus found that the usage of the pro-
posed post-detection filters is recommendable as they do not
impose a high computational load and are not limited to a
specific detector method.

1. Introduction

The extraction of semantic information from videos is of
major interest for many applications, especially for videos
containing objects of special interest, such as humans. The
process of tracking these objects over multiple frames al-
lows deriving descriptions of their actions and potential re-
lationships and is known as multi-target tracking and a key
technology to applications such as e.g. forensics, sports
or traffic analysis and activity recognition. It is also im-
portant in the detection of specific events such as loitering
or anomalous trajectories, which are common use cases in
the surveillance domain. In its usual definition, multi-target
tracking seeks to identify both an unknown number of tar-
gets in a video and their respective paths.

For this work, we focus on visual pedestrian tracking in
surveillance scenarios which is commonly based on auto-
matic pedestrian detection and a tracking algorithm.

Pedestrian detectors are manifold and usually focus on
gradient distributions in the image. Hand-crafted feature
representations include the well-known histograms of ori-

ented gradients as proposed in [4] and a huge number of
extensions [9, 6, 20]. With the rise of modern deep learning
techniques, convolutional neural networks have also been
applied to pedestrian detection and shown their ability to
obtain good results [12, 2].

For visual tracking, a huge number of approaches have
been proposed which often exploit color features [16], gra-
dients [25] or a fusion of features [15] in order to identify an
object’s position in the next frame. Other methods use cor-
relation [5] or kernel approaches [13] in order to derive ro-
bust object representations and combine the features found
to tracks. An overview of different techniques for person
tracking can be found in [23].

Visual trackers, however, often suffer from the drifting
problem which means that the image features extracted for
training may contain background information and thus, with
every update step over time, the object representation in the
tracker can become worse. Nonetheless, not performing an
update of the object representation is also undesirable as an
object can appear very differently over a video depending
on pose, local illumination, contrast and so on.

This dilemma led to the application of tracking-by-
detection methods which have gained significant interest in
the community. Among these methods are batch algorithms
[19] which take a sequence of frames together with their
respective detections and estimate the tracks for this time
frame. Another option is the usage of on-line methods [3, 7]
which estimate the tracks according to the available infor-
mation in each frame but lack knowledge about detections
in future time steps. Therefore, these methods can be very
sensitive to missed detections. As in general setups, the
number of pedestrians in the scene is unknown, the track-
ing algorithm must provide a way of dealing with both false
positive and false negative detections.

One of the first works which coupled the detection and
tracking processes in order to obtain a better tracking per-
formance was [1] where a Gaussian process latent variable
model is used to improve hypotheses for human pose in
subsequent frames. In [11], the authors combine dense
appearance-based likelihood maps with spatial priors from a



particle filter. Other approaches have been presented by [8]
where crowd density estimates serve as information prior
and in [24] where a second detector is trained in an unsu-
pervised manner on the results of a first detection step.

While these works contributed to the overall understand-
ing of the relation of object detection and tracking, it must
be said that they mostly imply a very tight connection of
these two components in a framework which imposes hard
constraints on both system parts. In case of a proprietary
detector library, the source code might not be available and
the interface would be required to return internal detector
values (e.g. pixelwise scoremaps in the case of [11]). Other
problems to be mentioned are the need for re-training in
[24] and thus a potentially much higher run-time.

In this work, we propose two post-detection filters for
generic tracking-by-detection frameworks in order to en-
hance the detection quality and thus improve the tracking
process. The first filter uses a hysteresis thresholding con-
cept in order to adapt to lower-scoring detections. The sec-
ond filter applies optical flow and actively identifies poten-
tially missed detections from previous frames.

Both filters work on the detection level, i.e. they do not
require access to internal detector data such as score maps
but can be applied regardless of the detector used. They can
be seen as semi-trackers which introduce additional knowl-
edge into the detection process and are fast to compute.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Sections 2.1 and
2.2 present two filter approaches improving the detection
quality of a custom pedestrian detector. Section 3 shows
experimental results of both methods and evaluates impli-
cations on the detection threshold. It also shows how the
improved detection results lead to better tracking outcomes.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Post-Detection Filters for Person Detectors
Object detectors produce pairs of bounding boxes and

confidence scores of objects of interest on a per-frame ba-
sis, thus ignoring the spatio-temporal relations between
them. Applying an increasing threshold to the confidence
scores leads to achieving fewer false-positives at the cost
of more false negatives. Depending on pose, illumination
etc., the same person produces different scores in subse-
quent frames. Using a low threshold, a pedestrian may be
detected in all frames, but a lot of false detections in other
areas of the images are produced, while using a high thresh-
old results fewer detections and more false negatives. Con-
figuring these thresholds can be tedious and good values
may vary over different videos.

In this work, we show both a passive and an active post-
detection filter in order to improve the detection quality be-
fore applying a tracking method. While the passive filter
relies on lower-scoring detection candidates contained in
the detector result set, the active approach seeks to iden-

tify additional detection candidates the detector has missed.
Both methods have been designed to work on the detection
level after a potential non-maxima suppression step as e.g.
in [9], thus ensuring the highest possible level of indepen-
dence and modularity, and should be applicable in a wide
range of scenarios.

2.1. Passive Detection Filtering Using Temporal
Hysteresis Thresholding

As mentioned above, parametrization of a pedestrian de-
tector in order to find a suitable compromise between false
positives and false negatives can be challenging. The pas-
sive filtering technique used in this work circumvents this
dilemma by using both a high threshold σh and a low thresh-
old σl in a hysteresis-like manner:

1. At time t, all high-scoring detections {dh0
, ..., dhN−1

}
in frame It with score Shi

> σh are extracted and
added to the set of results Dt.

2. All low-scoring detections {dl0 , ..., dlN−1
} are gath-

ered by thresholding the detections of frame It with
σl and compared to the high-scoring detections of
the previous frame. For each high-scoring detection
dt−1
hi
∈ Dt−1 from the previous frame with no match-

ing counterpart dthj
∈ Dt where IOU(dt−1

hi
, dthj

) ≤
σiou, the highest scoring detection dli fulfilling
IOU(dt−1

hi
, dtli) ≥ σiou is extracted (σiou = 0.1 in

this work). In this term, IOU(di, dj) denotes the
intersection-over-union of the bounding boxes of de-
tections di, dj . All dli found are added to the set of
results Dt.

3. Report Dt as final detections for frame It. It contains
thus the high-scoring detections from the current frame
and low-scoring detections with a significant overlap
to previously received detections.

Figure 1 illustrates the principle of this scheme. It can be
seen that almost all low-confidence detections are ignored
while only the true positives are accepted.

In some cases, a false detection can be propagated in-
finitely by this scheme, e.g. when a pedestrian leaves the
scene near a permanently reappearing low-confidence de-
tection. To prevent this, an additional maximum propaga-
tion time tMAX is used to limit the maximum number of
subsequent low-confidence scores of dl,i. This passive post-
detection filter can be implemented very efficiently and its
computational complexity is negligible compared to the de-
tector step.

2.2. Active Detection Filtering Using Optical Flow

Different from the previously shown passive detection
filter, it is also possible to design an active detection filter



Figure 1. Example of passive hysteresis thresholding in the
PETS09-S2L1 sequence. Green boxes: high confidence detec-
tions; Yellow boxes: current low-confidence detection validated
from previous frames (dotted line indicates position in interim
frames); Red boxes: discarded low-confidence detections.

which searches actively for candidate detections not identi-
fied by the detector, regardless of their score. We implement
this active filtering approach using sparse optical flow.

Using the previous and the current image frames
It−1, It, sparse local optical flow information V t−1,t(x, y)
can be derived. We use a pyramidal implementation of
[17] but other methods such as [21] could also be used.
With the region of interest for every detection in Dt−1 =
{d0, . . . dN−1}, the propagated position d̂ti of a detection in
the current frame is

d̂ti = V t−1,t(dt−1
i ) = dt−1

i + vt−1,t
i (1)

with vt−1,t
i as the local displacement for dt−1

i .
This gives the propagated detection set D̂t ={
d̂t0, . . . , d̂

t
N−1

}
which contains current position estimates

of all detections from the last frame.
In order to identify targets which existed in previous

frames but have not been found in the current frame, a com-
parison between the two detection sets Dt and D̂t is per-
formed. We use the spatial overlap of the respective regions
of interest (IOU) but other options could be image informa-
tion of detections (e.g. color / gradient distribution).

As a result of this step, all propagated detections are re-
moved from D̂t if a matching candidate in Dt is found (we
use the criterion IOU > 0.5), thus yielding the filtered set
of D̂t

filter. This step is especially important because two
measurements for one object would violate fundamental as-
sumptions for tracking systems.

Now, detections in the current frame can be ”filled up”
with propagated detections from D̂t

filter and the resulting
detection set is

Dt
final = D̂t

filtered ∪Dt. (2)

In principle, this concept of propagating detections from
previous images into new ones can be done for arbitrary
numbers of frames tMAX , e.g. for tMAX = 2, a detection

in frame t would be propagated into the frames t + 1 and
t + 2 and so on for greater values of tMAX . The double
filter inhibits too many false positives but on the other hand,
the gain is limited due to saturation effects.

The filter run-time depends on the number of propaga-
tions and detections in the video and the optical flow imple-
mentation. In standard scenarios, the computational load is
low compared to the detector and can easily be parallelized.

3. Experimental Results
For evaluation, we use a set of very different video se-

quences from the well-known CAVIAR1 (1. ”EnterEx-
itCrossingPaths1cor”, 2. ”WalkByShop1cor”, 3. ”ThreeP-
astShop1cor”, 4. ”ThreePastShop2cor”), Pets2009 [10] and
Parking Lot [22] datasets and the Clear metrics [14] com-
puted by the development kit of the MOT challenge [18].
The baseline detections were obtained from DPM v5 im-
plementation2 using the VOC2007 model. Following [2], a
minimum IOU of 0.2 instead of 0.5 is used for true posi-
tives in order to account for inaccuracies in the ground truth
of some sequences.

Figure 3 shows N-MODA and N-MODP values for dif-
ferent detector thresholds and their filtered counterparts. In
case of the passive filtering, this threshold represents σh for
the high-confidence detections. The low-confidence thresh-
old σl (passive) and maximum propagation times tMAX

(active / passive) are chosen for best performance.
For most applications, the detection accuracy N-MODA

is very important. It is noticed that for this measure, both
methods consistently outperform the baseline detection for
a wide range of detector thresholds. Only for very low
thresholds outside of the working range of the detector, the
filtered results are slightly worse because too many false
detections are propagated. The possible range of suitable
detection thresholds is increased by the filters which means
that the detector configuration becomes easier.

The peak accuracy of the active filtering approach is,
with one exception, slightly better than the passive filtering.
A reason for this is that the size of the detection bounding
boxes can change considerably after a couple of propaga-
tions while the size of the active-filtered regions of interest
remains the same.

For the PETS09-S2L1 sequence, the gain for active fil-
tering is lower than for other videos which can be explained
by the lamp post in the middle of the scene. Related occlu-
sions inhibit correct optical flow estimates.

The N-MODP values, describing the spatial accuracy of
the detected bounding boxes, are mostly worse than in the
baseline case. This behaviour is indeed intuitive since al-
ready baseline detections have a certain position noise com-

1http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR/
2https://github.com/rbgirshick/voc-dpm
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Figure 2. N-MODA values of the passive filter depending on the
thresholds σh, σl and the best propagation time tMAX for se-
quence PL1. The red arrow marks the peak, the blue line the max-
imum for each threshold σh.

pared to the ground truth. Both filters can suffer from drift-
ing effects and thus increase this noise level.

Figure 2 visualizes the performance of the passive fil-
tering scheme depending on its parameters for the exem-
plary Parking Lot 1 sequence. It can be seen that for all low
σl thresholds and high maximum propagation times tMAX

roughly optimal N-MODA values are anticipated, making
this method easy to parametrize. The best σh threshold is
relatively easy to find, however if a maximal gain is desired,
a little fine-tuning for σl and tMAX is required. Even with-
out these configurations, the overall gain for the best σh
compared to the baseline is considerably stable.

Table 1 summarizes the N-MODA / N-MODP values
for the filtering schemes with their parameters and the un-
filtered baseline method. The previously mentioned mini-
mum IOU of 0.2 for correct true positives generally leads
to reduced N-MODP values. Note that for all experiments
higher thresholds for the filtered results can be used in com-
parison to the baseline, leading to fewer false positives.
The gains again show the improvements of the two filter-
ing schemes compared to the baseline.

Table 2 shows tracking results using a Gaussian mix-
ture probability hypothesis density filter based on [7]. This
tracker has been chosen as an example for a tracking-by-
detection system not using additional image information.

Generally, the improved detection quality leads to better
tracking results, too. Due to the low-pass properties of the
tracker, however, this effect is not perceived on every video
but can be huge for some cases. The tracker parameters
are the same for all comparisons and have been optimized
on the baseline results for a fair comparison thus indicating
that higher gains could be achieved for the filters.

4. Conclusion
In this work we presented an in-depth analysis of two

post-detection filters in order to enhance the performance of
a pedestrian detector and compared their performance on a
range of different video sequences to a popular state-of-the-
art detector. It was shown that a simple, hysteresis-based
detection filter can improve the detector performance con-
siderably but is outperformed by an active detection filter
using sparse optical flow.

The improvements on the detection level have been val-
idated and confirmed also for tracking using a tracking-by-
detection algorithm on the respective detection results. Both
filters are real-time capable for standard scenarios and suit-
able for custom pedestrian detectors.

Future work will comprise an extension of this analysis
on other detectors and the adaptation of new post-detection
filter strategies using visual information from the image.
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Figure 3. Best N-MODA and their respective N-MODP values for different detector thresholds for all test sequences.


